relate the second inequality to properties of the weight enumerator polynomials. Finally, using asymptotic analysis, we show that the same inequalities hold for n su ciently large when the X j are xed with only nitely many nonzero values, with no additional assumption on the X j .
Section 1. Introduction
Recall that a sequence of nonnegative real numbers b n , n 0, is log-convex provided b 2 n b n?1 b n+1 for all n 1 and that it is log-concave provided b 2 n b n?1 b n+1 for all n 1. Throughout this paper we strengthen the de nition of log-concavity by also requiring that, if b n = 0 for some integer n, then b k = 0 for all k > n. A nonnegative sequence b n satis es this strengthened condition of log-concavity if and only if b j b k b j?1 b k+1 for all j k; such sequences are also known as one sided P olya frequency sequences of order 2 5, p. 393 ]. This paper is devoted to the following theorem and related results. For a general introduction to the use of generating functions in combinatorics, as well as to the notions of convexity and concavity, we refer the reader to 10]. Theorem 1. Let 1; X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : be a log-concave sequence of nonnegative real numbers and de ne the sequences A n and P n by X j u j j : (1:1) Then the A n are log-concave and the P n are log-convex. In other words, A n?1 A n+1 A 2 n ? n+1 n A n?1 A n+1 (1:2) and P n?1 P n+1 P 2 n ? n n+1 P n?1 P n+1 : (1:3) One easily shows that (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent. Since P n = n! when X j = 1 for all j while P n = 1 for all n if X j = j;1 , the Kronecker delta, (1.3) is best possible.
With X j = 1 or X j = 1=(j ? 1)! for j < k and X j = 0 otherwise, one easily obtains the following corollaries. Corollary 1.1. Let n;k be the number of permutations of an n-element set such that every cycle has less than k elements. Then n?1;k n+1;k 2 n;k ? n n+1 n?1;k n+1;k : Corollary 1.2. Let B n;k be the number of partitions of an n-element set such that every block has less than k elements. Then B n?1;k B n+1;k B 2 n;k ? n n+1 B n?1;k B n+1;k :
When k = 1, the rst corollary is trivial and the second was stated in 3], which is devoted to inequalities about Bell numbers.
Each A n is a polynomial in the variables X j , 1 j n, having a well known combinatorial signi cance: Let n denote the symmetric group and let N j ( ) be the number of j-cycles in the permutation . Then A n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) = P n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) n! = 1 n! X 2 n wt( ); (1:4) where wt( ) = X N 1 ( ) 1 X N n ( ) n . The A n are the cycle index polynomials generally associated with P olya 7] although in fact appearing in earlier work of Red eld 8]. Theorem 1 will be seen to be a consequence of more general results concerning the form of the cycle index polynomials: Theorem 2. Let X 0 = 1, let X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : be indeterminates, let Y = X 1 ; X 2 : : : X j X k ? X j?1 X k+1 : 0 < j k and let
X j u j j : Then (n + 1)P m P n ? mP m?1 P n+1 2 N Y] for 1 m n; (1:5) that is, (n + 1)P m P n ? mP m?1 P n+1 can be expressed as a polynomial in the Y with nonnegative integer coe cients. Let v 2 N and let x 1 ; : : : ; x v be indeterminates. After the substitutions
(1 + x i ) min(i;j) ; (1:6) we have P m?1 P n+1 ? P m P n 2 N x 1 ; : : : ; x v ] for 1 m n.
(1:7)
We illustrate (1.5) with the example m = n = 3: The relationships among these polynomials and log-concavity is given in the next section where we deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. Result (1.5) is proved in Section 3. In Section 4, we give a combinatorial interpretation of the x i 's and use it to prove (1.7). The fact that log-concavity of the X j 's produces both log-concavity and log-convexity seems rather curious. This can be explained somewhat by studying the asymptotic behavior of the A n 's and P n 's when the log-concavity of the X j 's is not required. This is illustrated by the following theorem, which we prove in Section 5. P n u n n! = exp P(u) we have P n?1 P n+1 P 2 n ? n n+1 P n?1 P n+1 for all n n 0 .
(1:9)
(The gcd hypothesis in Theorem 3 is necessary: without it the sequence P n contains in nitely many nonzero elements whose two immediate neighbors are zero.) The literature on log-concavity is vast, and we mention only a few selections; the bibliographies of these will lead the interested reader to many other works. A standard reference is 5], especially Chapter 8. Combinatorial inequalities in particular are the subject of 1] and 9]. In 2] it is shown that if the coe cients of the power series g(u) are log-concave then s(n; k) = u n ]g(u) k is log-concave in k for xed n; as a corollary the coe cients of the polynomial P n (x) = u n =n!] exp(xg(u)) are strictly log-concave. In 6] consideration is given to the question of when the coe cients of a su ciently high power of a polynomial are log-concave.
Section 2. Theorem 2 Implies Theorem 1
The following lemma provides the connection between Theorems 1 and 2.
Lemma 2.1. The real sequence X j , with X 0 = 1, is strictly positive and log-concave if and only if there exisit x j 0 such that With this preparation, we now show that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. As pointed out after the statement of Theorem 1, (1.2) is equivalent to (1.3). Thus we may concentrate on proving (1.3). Fix an integer n 1 and consider the rst inequality in (1.3). Let X j be a real, strictly positive, log-concave sequence and let x j be the corresponding nonnegative sequence given by the above Lemma 2.1. (We will remove the restriction of strict positivity in a moment.) We may restate the conclusion of the Lemma thus:
(1 + x i ) ?j+min(i;j) ; for 1 j n + 1: 
Thus (1.7), with m = n, implies the rst inequality of (1.3). Suppose now that X j vanishes for j > i. The preceding argument applies to the positive sequence X 0 ; : : : ; X i ; X i ; X i 2 ; : : :, and we obtain the desired inequality by continuity, letting ! 0.
We turn now to the second inequality in (1.3). As pointed out in the introduction (it is not hard to prove) our de nition of log-concavity implies that X j X k ?X j?1 X k+1 is nonnegative for j k. Hence, the second inequality of (1.3) is an immediate consequence of (1.5) with m = n, and the proof is complete. Section 3. Proof of (1.5) Let X 1 ; : : : be indeterminates and let Y Z X 1 ; : : :]. For P; Q 2 Z X 1 ; : : :], we de ne P Q to mean P ? Q 2 N Y]; that is, P ? Q is a polynomial in the polynomials in Y with nonnegative coe cients. Throughout this section, an inequality involving polynomials will have this interpretation with Y as in Theorem 2. This notion of inequality is re exive, antisymmetric, transitive, and has two other algebraic properties familiar from the numerical case:
(a) (P Q) ) (P + R Q + R). The idea can be extended to rings, but we need only this case. Proof of (1.5). The proof is by induction on m. When m = 1 we must show (n + 1)X 1 P n P n+1 :
For 2 n+1 , let 0 be with element n + 1 deleted from the cycle containing it. If n + 1 belongs to a j-cycle of , then X j?1 wt( ) = X j wt( 0 ):
Since X 1 X j?1 X j , we conclude X 1 wt( 0 ) wt( ):
Summing the latter over all 2 n+1 yields (3.1) and starts the induction. Now suppose 1 < and that (1.5) holds for 1 m < . We want to prove (1.5) for m = . Let (t) k denote the falling factorial t(t ? 1) (t ? k + 1). Observe that for > m 1, h 0, and n m (n + h) h P m P n (m) h P m?h P n+h ; (3:2) this is obtained by iterating (1.5) h times:
(n + h) h P m P n (n + h) h?1 mP m?1 P n+1
(n + h) h?2 m(m ? 1)P m?2 P n+2
: : : (m) h P m?h P n+h :
Let n . With 0 again denoting with its largest element deleted, (n + 1)P P n ? P ?1 P n+1 = we may multiply both sides of (3.6) by S to obtain 0. Thus the right side of (3.3) is in N Y], and the induction is complete.
Section 4. Interpretation and Proof of (1.7)
We begin with a combinatorial interpretation of the x j 's that appear in (1.6).
Fix an integer v 0. The ? v+1
2 objects in fM i;j : 1 i j vg will be called markers. A marked permutation^ on n] = f1; 2; : : : ; ng is a permutation 2 n each of whose cycles is assigned a subset, possibly empty, of markers subject to the one condition that marker M i;j can be assigned only to cycles of size i or greater. The set of marked permutations is denoted by M n .
Let fx j : 1 j vg be a xed set of v variables. The weight of a marker is Wt(M i;j ) = x j , and the weight of a set S of markers is the product of the weights of the individual elements of S. The weight of the empty set is the empty product and is taken to be 1. Wt(^ ), the weight of the marked permutation^ , is the product of the weights of the individual cycles in^ , and Wt( ) is the sum of the weights of all marked permutations having for their underlying unmarked permutation. We de ne the weight enumerator polynomial P n;v in the variables x j by P n;v (x 1 ; : : : ;
In the future we will always write P n;v , without mention of the arguments x 1 ; : : : ; x v , since they are implicit in the second subscript of the notation.
To illustrate we take n = 3 and v = 2. The possible weights of a 1-cycle are 1; x 1 ; x 2 , and x 1 x 2 . The sum of the latter is (1 + x 1 )(1 + x 2 ). The sum of the possible weights for any cycle of size greater than 1 is (1 + x 1 )(1 + x 2 ) 2 . Within 3 there are 2 permutations consisting of a 3-cycle, 1 permutation consisting of three 1-cycles and 9 3 permutations consisting of a 2-cycle and a 1-cycle. Hence, P 3;2 = 2 (1 + x 1 )(1 + x 2 ) 2 + (1 + x 1 )(1 + x 2 ) 3 + 3 (1 + x 1 )(1 + x 2 ) 2 (1 + x 1 )(1 + x 2 ) = 6 + 11x 1 + 16x 2 + 6x 2 1 + 31x 1 x 2 + 14x 2 2 + x 3 1 + 18x 2 1 x 2 + 29x 1 x 2 2 + 4x 3 2 + 3x 3 1 x 2 + 18x 2 1 x 2 2 + 9x 1 x 3 2 + 3x 3 1 x 2 2 + 6x 2 1 x 3 2 + x 3 1 x 3 2 : We now generalize this example to prove that P n;v equals P n with the substitutions (1.6). To see this, rst observe that Wt( ), de ned as the sum of Wt(^ ) over all marked permutations^ with as their underlying permutation, is the following product
where W i is the sum of all possible weights legally assignable to an i-cycle in a marked permutation. We may assign to an i-cycle any marker M h;j such that h i and h j v. Hence, for a given j, the number of h such that marker M h;j can be assigned to an i-cycle is min(i; j). Since marker M h;j has weight x j , an i-cycle has min(i; j) independent chances to include a factor x j in its assigned weight; whence,
(1 + x j ) min(i;j) :
Since P n is the sum over of the product Q X N i i , in view of the last two equations for Wt( ) and W i respectively, we see that as claimed P n;v equals P n after the substitution (1.6). Furthermore, we may combinatorially interpret x j in P n;v as keeping up with the number of markers M i;j which have been used in a marked permutation. This dual understanding of P n;v is the key to the proof of (1.7), but before that proof we require one lemma.
Lemma 4.1. After the substitutions (1.6) we have, for j k, X j X k ? X j?1 X k+1 2 N x 1 ; : : : ; x v ]:
Proof of Lemma 4.1. With the usual convention that, when the starting index of a product is greater than the ending index, as in Q 2 i=3 , the product is empty and equals 1, we have for j k,
We are now ready to proceed with the main proof of this section. Proof of (1.7). The case m = 1 requires a separate argument. Since P 1;v can be considered the weight enumerator for all permutations of the singleton set fn + 1g, it follows that P n+1;v ? P 1;v P n;v is the weight enumerator for all permutations in M n+1 for which fn + 1g is not a 1-cycle. To complete the proof of (1.7) for m = 1, note that P 0;v = 1.
Let^ 2 M n be a marked permutation. We say that^ is maximally marked if the cycle containing n carries one or more of the marks M j;j ; M j;j+1 ; : : : ; M j;v , where j is the length of the cycle. Let M n M n be the set of marked permutationŝ which are not maximally marked. If^ 2 M n , then removal of n from the cycle containing it produces a marked permutation in M n?1 and all elements of M n?1 are obtained exactly n times by this procedure. Hence We next nd a di erent formula for the sum on the left of (4.1). Each^ 2 M n in which element n does reside in a maximally marked cycle is created once and only once by the following procedure: (a) choose a length j for the cycle containing n, (b) complete that cycle, (c) choose a maximal marking for that cycle and (d) choose a marked permutation on the remaining n?j elements. A maximal marking for a j-cycle is one that includes at least one mark from the set fM j;j ; M j;j+1 ; : : : ; M j;v g. De ne the polynomial Q j;v to be the sum of all possible maximal markings for a j-cycle. It is not hard to give an explicit formula for Q j;v , but we require only the obvious facts that it has positive coe cients and that Q j;v is 0 when j > v. By the above construction of marked permutations in which n resides in a maximally marked cycle, we have We can use (3.4), (3.5) with n; ; j; k replaced by n; m; 1; j +1 respectively to conclude and this accounts for the various terms appearing in (5.1).
